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Abstract
Synchronized populations of cells are often used to study dynamic processes during
the cell division cycle. However, the analysis of time series measurements made on
synchronized populations is confounded by the fact that populations lose synchrony over
time. Time series measurements are thus averages over a population distribution that is
broadening over time. Moreover, direct comparison of measurements taken from multiple
synchrony experiments is difficult, as the kinetics of progression during the time series are
rarely comparable. Here, we present a flexible mathematical model that describes the
dynamics of population distributions resulting from synchrony loss over time. The model
was developed using S. cerevisiae, but we show that it can be easily adapted to predict
distributions in other organisms. We demonstrate that the model reliably fits data collected
from populations synchronized by multiple techniques, and can accurately predict cell
cycle distributions as measured by other experimental assays. To indicate its broad appli‑
cability, we show that the model can be used to compare global periodic transcription
data sets from different organisms: S. cerevisiae and S. pombe.
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Introduction
To fully understand the mechanisms that regulate cell division, it would be ideal if
quantitative measurements of dynamic processes could be made on a single cell as it
progresses through the cell division cycle. Accurate quantitative measurements (such as
transcript or protein abundance) often require the collection of material from many cells.
Therefore, large initial populations of cells are often synchronized at some point in the cell
cycle and subsequently released from synchrony. The characteristics of the synchronous
population of cells can then be measured over time as it progresses through the cell cycle.
Unfortunately, synchronization is an imprecise art: initial populations are never completely
synchronous, they tend to lose synchrony over time, and their temporal progression rarely
matches precisely from experiment to experiment.1,2 As a result, quantitative time‑series
measurements of a synchronized population of cells do not accurately represent the characteristics of a single cell as it progresses through the cell cycle. If the cell cycle distribution
of a population of cells at various times during an experiment could be estimated, then
assessments that more accurately reflect true single‑cell values could be determined from
population‑level measurements.3-5 Here, we develop a robust mathematical model to estimate
the evolving cell cycle distribution of a population of cells in a synchrony experiment.
Due to its experimental tractability, the budding yeast S. cerevisiae has been widely used
as a model system for examining cell cycle dynamics in synchronous cell populations. A
variety of methods have been established for synchronizing a yeast cell population at various
points in the cell cycle, and the cell cycle position of individual yeast cells can be readily
determined by monitoring landmark events.1,6-8 Because these events can be observed for
single cells within a population, they are not subject to the convolution effects that arise
in population‑level measurements. For example, bud emergence, a distinct morphological
landmark that correlates with the transition from G1 into S, can be monitored by light
microscopy. Cells remain budded until the completion of mitosis and cytokinesis, when
cells reenter G1. Thus, the passage of cells from G1 (unbudded) into S (budded), or from
M (budded) into G1 (unbudded) can be measured by plotting the percentage of budded
cells in a population (budding index) as a function of time. In addition to bud presence,
cell cycle positions of individual cells in a population can also be determined by measuring
DNA content by flow cytometry.9-11
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Although some information about population distributions can
be learned by examining budding index and DNA content on their
own, the resolving power of these methods is limited. Budding index
can only tell us the fraction of cells in G1. DNA content can discriminate between cells in G1, S and G2/M, but does not help distinguish
between cells in sub‑compartments of G1, G2 or M (e.g., early vs. late
G1, or G2 vs. M). Nevertheless, when combined with a mathematical
model of cell cycle progression, budding index and DNA content can
be used to estimate distributions of significantly higher resolution.
Bar‑Joseph et al.4 and Qiu et al.5 have developed models for
learning cell cycle distributions for deconvolving population‑level
measurements of cell cycle regulated transcription. The model of
Bar‑Joseph and colleagues relies on budding index measurements to
learn distributions. The model of Qiu and colleagues is based solely
on the transcription dynamics of established cell cycle regulated
genes. Both models assume that synchrony is lost because cells in the
population progress through the cycle with variable rates. However,
neither model captures asynchrony effects that may result from cell
division during the time course. Niemisto et al.12 and Lu et al.13
have developed approaches for deconvolution that are not based
on an underlying continuous population dynamic model, but rely
instead on discrete predictions of population distributions at each
time point.
Several other mathematical models have been used to estimate
distributions in synchronized populations of yeast cells. Most can
be divided into two classes: cell ensemble models and population
balance equation models (reviewed in refs. 13–15). The power of
cell‑ensemble models is their ability to describe processes within a
single cell in great detail. However, determination of cell cycle state is
dependent on a large array of measurements that are difficult to collect
at every time point in each experiment. Population balance equation
models describe cells with respect to their position in a population,
and are therefore well suited for population‑level measurements.
Unfortunately, these models are partial‑integro‑differential equations
which are very difficult to solve except under special conditions.16
Further, their solution is conditioned on a set of process parameters,
dependent on environmental conditions, for which inference and
evaluation are difficult.15
Multi‑type branching process constructions have also been used
to model cell cycle population dynamics focusing on the effects of
cell division.17 These models were developed to study the asymptotic
behavior of cycling populations and are not well suited for experiments aimed at investigating short‑term population behavior (on the
order of 1–2 cell cycles), or for inferring their underlying dynamics.
Here, we present a robust mathematical model for determining
cell cycle distributions of synchronized cell populations over time.
Previous studies have suggested that asymmetric cell divisions in
budding yeast are a major source of synchrony loss.18-21 Our model
explicitly incorporates reproduction within the population via a
branching process construction, and thereby accounts for synchrony
loss resulting from asymmetric cell division. The model is fully parametric, can be expressed in closed‑form, and is conceptually easy to
extend or incorporate into hierarchical models that combine data
across experiments or involve multiple data types. The closed form,
parametric formulation allows for full Bayesian inference; point and
interval estimates of model parameters, summaries of their joint
posterior distribution, and confidence sets of budding index curves
are easily calculated. The model addresses some of the shortcomings
of synchrony experiments by allowing the comparison of data across
multiple experiments, and by learning functions that can estimate
www.landesbioscience.com

single‑cell values from population‑level measurements convolved by
synchrony loss.

Materials and Methods
Yeast strains, cell growth and synchrony. The yeast strain used
in this study is a derivative of BF264‑15DU (MATa ade1 his2 leu2‑3
112 trp1‑1 ura3Dns bar1). Yeast cultures were grown in YEP medium
(1% yeast extract, 2% Bacto‑Peptone, 0.001% adenine, 0.001%
uracil) supplemented with 2% sugar (dextrose or galactose). Cells
were grown at 30˚C except as noted. a-factor synchrony experiments
were performed by adding the mating pheromone a‑factor (20ng/
ml) to the growth medium for 2 hr. Synchronized cell populations
were then harvested by centrifugation, and released from the arrest
by resuspending in cells in medium without a‑factor. Elutriation
synchrony experiments were performed as described previously.31
Cells were first grown in YEP‑galactose medium, and then released
into YEP-dextrose + 1M sorbitol. Sorbitol was used for osmotic
support, and has a marginal effect on cell growth.
Flow cytometry. Flow cytometric analysis of DNA content was
performed as described previously.9
Mathematical description of CLOCCS model. The CLOCCS
model specifies the distribution, Pr(Pt|Θ,t), of cell positions in the
population at a given time, t, and conditional on the model’s
parameters, Θ, where

The expression for Pr(Pt|Θ,t) is obtained by introducing the
concept of cohorts, in which cells in the population are identified by
their generation g and reproductive instance r. The distribution of
position given time is obtained by marginalizing the joint distribution
of position and cohort given time over cohort. In particular, we write

The first term on the right hand side of the equation above represents the distribution of position of cells in cohort {g,r} on the lifeline
as a function of time. Position within a cohort follows a normal law
as described in Results. Because daughter cells begin d units before
the start of the normal cell cycle, all cohorts other than {g = 0,r = 0}
are truncated at that point. Specifically,

where φ(.) denotes the standard normal density function, Φ(.)
denotes the standard normal cumulative distribution function, and
I{A} denotes the indicator function for the event A which evaluates to
1 if A is true and 0 if A is false.
Taken together, Pr(G|Θ,R,t) and Pr(R|Θ,t) specify the probability
mass function of the cohorts as a function of time, t. These expressions explicitly model the increase in population size that results
from cohorts branching into mothers and daughters as they progress
through mitosis.
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Let M(g,r,t) denote the size of cohort {g,r} at time t relative to the size
of the {0,0} cohort.

We assume a Bernoulli sampling model for the budding measurements made at each time period, and further assume that measurements
are independent from time period to time period with success probability B(t,b,Θ). Let Xit=1 if the i th sampled cell at time t is budded
and 0 if it is not and let nt denote the total number of cells sampled at
time t. Hence the sampling model for X, the vector of Xit’s, is

Let Q(r,t) denote the size of all cohorts with reproductive instance
r at time t relative to the size of the {0,0} cohort.

Finally, let Q(t) denote the total size of the population at time t
relative to the size of the {0,0} cohort.

Hence,

and

Inference given budding data. Budding is determined by a cell’s
position on the lifeline: the fraction of budded cells in the population at any given time is equal to the fraction of cells in S, G2 and M
phases. This quantity is determined by the CLOCCS model, which
specifies the distribution of cells across the lifeline at any given time
point. Let b denote the fraction of time through the cell cycle, l, at
which budding begins. Buds disappear at the end of the cell cycle
when cells divide.
Let B(t,b,Θ,g,r) denote the expected fraction of cohort {g,r} that
is budded at time t. For cohort {g=0,r=0},

otherwise,

The sums over cell cycle, c, account for the fact that a given cohort
could be distributed across multiple cell cycles and therefore have
budded members in discontinuous regions. We account for this by
summing the fraction of the cohort in the budded region for a large
number of cell cycles C.
The expected fraction of cells budded at time t is
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Model implementation and fitting. The model fits reported in
this paper were performed using an implementation written in C
and run within the R statistical programming environment. We
employed a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm for
posterior inference. Specifically, we updated individual parameters
via a systematic scan random walk Metropolis sampling scheme.32
In keeping with their biological interpretations, we constrained all
parameters, except for m0 to be positive. For S. cerevisiae, we placed
a beta(4,16) prior on b to reflect the prior belief that b is between
5% and 35% with probability 0.95, and in no case larger than 1. We
placed an inverse gamma(12,1) prior on sv to reflect the belief that it
is centered around 0.09, which is consistent with the value reported
by Bar‑Joseph et al.4 An exponential prior with scale parameter 40
was placed on d to avoid explaining too much asynchrony with this
parameter, especially in cases where the time courses were not long
and the effects due to reproduction had not had time to effect the
system. We also constrained d to be no larger than the estimate for
the cell cycle time (l).
Point estimates of the model parameters were calculated as sample
averages, and interval estimates were calculated as ranging from the
2.5th to 97.5th percentile of the parameter’s samples. The chain was
run for a burn‑in period followed by 250,000 subsequent iterations.
The chain showed quick convergence and good mixing by visual
inspection. In addition, we employed a battery of convergence
diagnostics implemented in the R package CODA to evaluate the
convergence of the model’s parameters. All chains passed the Raftery
and Lewis diagnostic, the Heidelberger and Welch stationary tests,
and the Geweke diagnostic with each diagnostic’s parameters set to
their CODA default values.33-35 While these results are consistent
with convergence of the algorithm and indicate that the sample is
informative for the kind of posterior summaries that interest us, they
do not guarantee that the sample is representative of the posterior
distribution. However, we assumed it was and thereafter based inference on the sample.
Predicting flow cytometric data. Due to measurement noise and
sample‑to‑sample variability in the fluorescence histograms, some
preprocessing of the observed data was necessary. Histograms at each
time point were aligned so that 1C and 2C peaks were registered to
the same channels across all time points. Measurement noise seemed
to be multiplicative, so we log‑transformed fluorescence values in
an attempt to normalize noise variance across all channels. After
transformation, the noise was assumed to be Gaussian with a variance dependent on channel number. To estimate the variance, we
examined clear 1C and 2C peaks and found that standard deviations
of 0.093 and 0.073 captured the variance at those channels well when
judged visually. The standard deviation for the intervening channels
was assumed to be a linear interpolation between the two extremes.
The predicted DNA content histogram represents a sum of normal
distributions with means at the fluorescence values and variances
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described above, weighted by the expected population percentages
at each of those fluorescence values as calculated by the distribution
over the lifeline and the mapping from lifeline position to fluorescence value.
The fraction of the cell cycle during which cells are in S was
determined by analyzing log-transformed DNA histograms from
asynchronous populations. We fit Gaussian distributions to the
1C and 2C peaks, representing cells either in G1 or G2/M. After
subtracting these two populations, we were left with ∼25% of the
mass, which we assumed to be equal to the length of S in a normal
cell cycle (data not shown). While budding and the start of DNA
replication occur at similar times, they are not exactly coincident.18
To account for the difference, the start of DNA replication was
conservatively set to 4 minutes earlier than the detection of
budding (b ‑ 0.05).
Model based alignment of S. cerevisiae and S. pombe. For the
S. cerevisiae experiment we used budding index as observed data.28
Unfortunately, budding index data was not gathered by Pramila and
colleagues for the synchrony used to generate the a‑30 microarray
dataset. As an approximation, we used the average of wild‑type
budding curves shown in Figures 2 and 5 in Pramila et al. (Fig.
6A).28 For S. pombe, we used septation index from the Elutriation 2
experiment to learn model parameters (Fig. 6B).27 The resulting model
parameter estimates are shown in Supplemental Table 1. The interpretation of the parameters for S. pombe is slightly different than for
S. cerevisiae. The negative value for m0 captures the fact that elutriated
S. pombe cells are in G2 and are therefore already in their first cell
cycle and thus the recovery time (Gr) to the first G1 is, in a sense,
negative. The meaning of s0, sv and l are the same across organisms. The value for d is constrained to be zero in S. pombe because
division is symmetric and therefore the difference between mothers
and daughters should be equal to zero. The interpretation of b is also
changed. Where b in S. cerevisiae is the percentage of the cell cycle
where cells are unbudded, in S. pombe it captures the percentage of
the cell cycle where cells are unseptated. Using the learned parameter estimates, we were able to create a mapping between the two
experiments (Fig. 6C). To map S. pombe, we used the knowledge
that S. pombe cells begin septating late in mitosis, corresponding
to a lifeline position bl in the S. pombe lifeline (as opposed to
S. cerevisiae lifeline where position bl defines the G1/S border) and
that S. pombe cells divide approximately halfway through S‑phase,
corresponding to a S. pombe lifeline position l (in S. cerevisiae, this
position would be defined as (b+0.25/2)l, where S‑phase is 25% of
the cell cycle). Using these sets of corresponding cell cycle phase/lifeline
points we were able to successfully map the two synchronies into the
same lifeline space and align the observed data (Fig. 6D). Due to
the large relative differences in cell cycle phase length in S. pombe,
the mapping function has a more pronounced differential stretching
from time point to lifeline position.
To make the two transcription array dataset values comparable,
we took the log2 of the values given in the S. pombe dataset.27 This
ensured that all values in either dataset were describing the log2 fold
over or under expression vs. the mean for each gene across the time
course at each time point. Using the mapping described above, we
were able to align corresponding time‑points in the two datasets and
make relevant cross‑species temporal transcriptional profile comparisons (Fig. 6E).

www.landesbioscience.com

Figure 1. A representative elutriation synchrony time course. Wild‑type cells
were synchronized by centrifugal elutriation. Aliquots from a synchronized
population were drawn at 8 min intervals. At each time point, at least 200
cells were assessed for the presence of buds (A). Corresponding aliquots
were also fixed for flow cytometric analysis of DNA content (B).

Results
Experimental monitoring of cell cycle progression in a synchro‑
nous population of cells. Representative data from a typical
experiment in which bud presence and DNA content were monitored in a synchronized population of wild‑type yeast cells are shown
in Figure 1. In this experiment, a population of cells synchronized
in early G1 was collected by centrifugal elutriation, a size‑selection
method for extracting small, unbudded cells from an asynchronous
population.7 Early G1 cells were then incubated in growth medium.
Cell samples were drawn and scored for the presence of buds and
analyzed for DNA content at 8 min intervals.
As is common in G1‑synchrony experiments, cells begin to bud
only after a significant lag (∼80 min in this experiment, Fig. 1A).
This extended unbudded period is likely to reflect two conditions.
First, elutriation preferentially selects the smallest cells from the asynchronous population (early G1). A strong connection between cell
growth and cell cycle progression has been documented, and it has
been proposed that the initiation of DNA replication is dependent
on cells reaching a critical size.8,10,18-21 Thus, small elutriated cells are
likely to undergo a significant delay before a sufficient size is reached.
Second, cells collected by elutriation need time to recover from the
effects of the elutriation procedure itself. During the procedure, cells
are subjected to changes in growth medium and osmolarity, as well as
temperature shifts. Each of these treatments likely perturb cell cycle
progression, and probably contribute to the delay observed early in
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Figure 2. CLOCCS lifeline representation. (A) The initial synchronized population of cells, cohort {0,0}, begins at the far left of
the lifeline, in the Gr region. As time progresses, this population passes through the different phases of the cell cycle (labeled
boxes). The lifeline also indicates the unbudded region of the cell cycle (unshaded), and the budded region (shaded blue).
(B) As the population divides at the M/G1 transition, cohort {0,0} continues down the lifeline, but as individual cells divide,
a new cohort {1,1} branches off and appears as a truncated normal at the start of Gd. (C) Later in the time course, both the
initial population, cohort {0,0}, and the new daughter cohort {1,1} will divide, producing two new daughter cell cohorts.
Cohort {1,2} arises from the second round of division of cohort {0,0}, and cohort {2,2} arises from the first round of division
of cohort {1,1}.

the time course.22,23 Nevertheless, despite potential perturbations
resulting from elutriation, we observed that cells did correctly trigger
events associated with passage through G1 (e.g., activation of the G1
transcriptional program, data not shown).
After 140 min, the percentage of budded cells declined, indicating
that cells were completing mitosis and cytokinesis. However, the
budding index never returned to 0%, suggesting that some cells in
the population had begun to bud again in the second cycle before
others had completed cytokinesis. Cell counts at each time point
indicated that nearly all of the cells completed cell division (data not
shown), and thus it is unlikely that the curve reflects a subpopulation of cells that never underwent cell division. At 175 min, the
percentage of budded cells began to rise again, indicating that the
bulk of the cells in the population were entering the budded phase
of their second cycle.
Flow cytometric measurements of DNA content (Fig. 1B)
were used as an independent measure of cell cycle progression in
the synchrony experiment. Flow cytometry confirmed findings
of previous studies that S‑phase entry and bud emergence occur
at similar times (see Fig. 1A and B, 102 min).10,24 DNA content
measurements predicted that the bulk of the population completed
mitosis and cytokinesis between 142 and 166 min, exactly when a
significant portion of the population became unbudded (Fig. 1A).
Flow cytometric data also demonstrates that cells in the population
were broadly distributed across multiple cell cycle phases by 198 min.
Our observations suggest that multiple sources of synchrony loss
ultimately contribute to population asynchrony. From the slope of
the budding index curve during its initial rise, it is clear that the
population was already not perfectly synchronous (Fig. 1A). Perfectly
synchronous cells would be expected to transition from 0 to 100%
budded instantaneously, but the population took approximately 60
min to become fully budded. Asynchrony in the population at this
early stage is also evident in the flow cytometric measurements of
DNA content (Fig. 1B, 102 min). These observations suggest that
the initial population was not fully synchronous, or that the population had already lost synchrony during transit through G1, or both.
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The slope of the budding curve as the cells entered the budded
phase of the second cycle is significantly lower than on the first cycle,
indicating that the population had lost synchrony between these
two points.
A significant portion of the synchrony loss that is observed in the
second cycle is likely due to the asymmetric nature of cell division in
S. cerevisiae. Several studies demonstrate that the cell cycle period for
daughter cells is significantly longer than for mother cells.18,19,21,25
Following cell division, daughter cells are smaller than mother cells,
and mechanisms that are not yet well understood are thought to
delay the daughter cells in early G1 until they achieve a critical cell
size.26 Mother cells however, are often already above the critical size
threshold, and progress more rapidly through G1.
CLOCCS: A probabilistic model for synchrony loss during cell
cycle progression. To describe synchrony loss during the cell cycle,
we created a probabilistic model framework, CLOCCS (characterizing loss of cell cycle synchrony). As suggested by previous findings
and as illustrated by our initial observations, mathematical models
must capture multiple sources of synchrony loss in order to accurately predict the distributions of cells over time. In our framework,
we visualize the movement of a synchronized population of cells
using a linear graph we term a “lifeline” (Fig. 2). Although the
cell cycle is often graphically depicted in a circular form, a linear
representation more easily allows us to consider events that occur
only once in the lifetime of each cell, such as effects related to the
synchrony procedure, or to the daughter‑specific delay in early G1.
In our lifeline representation, the initial synchronized population
progresses through a period of recovery from synchrony (Gr). In
addition, when new daughter cells are born, they are placed near the
beginning of a lifeline and progress through a daughter‑specific early
G1 period (Gd). In either case, cells then move through cell cycle
phases representing the "normal" cycles experienced by mother cells
(Fig. 2A–C).
Our mathematical formulation begins with a simple premise: that
the position of any cell i on the lifeline at time t (Pti ) is a function
of its initial position (P0i ) and its velocity (Vi ) such that Pti =P0i +Vit.
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Figure 3. Model fits for multiple experiments. Observed budding index
curves (black lines) for cells synchronized by elutriation (A and B) or a‑factor
(C and D) and then incubated at 30˚C. Experiments synchronized by a-fac‑
tor and then incubated at 21˚C are shown (E and F). One hundred random
realizations from the Markov chain used to fit each experiment were used as
parameterizations for the model, and the resulting predicted budding curves
are shown (green lines). The width of the band created by the Markov chains
is indicative of the effect of uncertainty in the model parameters. The model
parameterizations from the Markov chains for each of the experiments are
shown in Table 1.

The model can explicitly capture three mechanisms of synchrony
loss: (1) Variability in the initial population. Because we cannot
measure landmark events in early G1, we have no direct evidence
of variability in the initial population. However, variability in the
size distribution of early G1 cells has been reported, and could easily
account for variance in the starting population.8,21 We assume the
positions of cells in the initial population (P0i ) can be represented
by a normal distribution with unknown mean, capturing the length
of time required for recovery from arrest, and unknown variance,
capturing the initial variability: N(‑m0,s02). (2) Variability in the
velocity of individual cells as they move through the cycle. The model
assumes that each cell progresses through each phase of the cell cycle
at a constant velocity chosen from a normal distribution N(1,sv2)
with unknown variance. (3) Variability related to asymmetric cell
division. Because cell division in S. cerevisiae gives rise to distinct
populations of mother and daughter cells that progress through
the cell cycle with different kinetics, the population is modeled as a
mixture of the original synchronized population and subpopulations
(cohorts) that arise from cell division (Fig. 2).
The model accounts for the new generations that arise during the
course of an experiment by indexing each population cohort and
using those indices to appropriately place the cohorts on the lifeline.
www.landesbioscience.com

After each cell division, daughter cells are placed at the beginning
of Gd on the lifeline, while mother cells continue into the next
G1 phase on the lifeline (Fig. 2B and C). The model assumes that
the length of Gd (d) is constant, although evidence from single cell
studies suggests that the length of Gd may be variable.18,21,25 The
cohorts are indexed by a latent integer valued variable g which, when
multiplied by the length of Gd, captures generation‑dependent asynchrony arising from the daughter‑specific delay. However, because
the lifeline representation allows each cell to undergo multiple
rounds of reproduction, new members can be born into the same
generational cohort at different rounds of reproduction. This aspect
of the model poses a significant problem when trying to determine
the marginal probability of g, Pr(g), which is required to write
the model in closed form. To solve this problem we subdivide the
generational cohorts based on the round of reproduction from which
their individual members arose, thereby indexing them with another
integer valued latent variable, r. The variable r, when multiplied by
the cell cycle period l, ensures that different cohorts of the same
generation, g, are correctly placed and separated on the lifeline. Each
cohort can now be identified by a unique bivariate index, {g,r}. As
the initial population (Fig. 2A, {0,0}) divides at the end of the first
mitosis, a new cohort of daughter cells (Fig. 2B, {1,1}), branches off
and appears at the beginning of Gd, while the mother cell cohort
continues down the lifeline (Fig. 2B, {0,0}). As time progresses,
both the new population {1,1} and the original mother population
{0,0} undergo cell division (Fig. 2C) to produce two new daughter
populations ({0,0} gives rise to {1,2} and {1,1} gives rise to {2,2}).
This arrival of new members to the population is modeled by what is
known in the probability literature as a branching process. Thus, the
distribution of the entire population can be represented as the sum
of distributions of the unique cohort populations.
We model these cohort‑specific position distributions as the sum
of two independent, normally distributed effects and a cohort‑specific fixed effect. In particular, we write Pti = P0i + Vi t ‑ l ri ‑ d gi
where the position of cell i at time t = 0, denoted P0i , is chosen
from the distribution describing asynchrony in the initial population, N(‑m0,s02). The constant velocity Vi of cell i as it progresses
down the lifeline is chosen from N(1,sv2). Cohort indices g and r
are respectively multiplied by d and l to ensure correct placement on
the lifeline as described above. Hence, the position of a cell in cohort
{g,r} at time t is normally distributed with mean ‑m0+ t ‑ lr ‑ dg and
variance s02+t2sv2. Details can be found in Materials and Methods.
We introduce the parameter b to represent the fraction of time
cells spend in the unbudded phase of the normal mother cell cycle.
On the lifeline, bud emergence coincides with the onset of S‑phase at
the points lb, l( b+1), l( b+2), etc., and buds disappear after cells
complete cytokinesis at points l, 2l, 3l, etc. (Fig. 2, shaded regions).
Details can be found in Materials and Methods.
Fitting the model using budding index measurements. Observed
data regarding the budding status of cells in a population consist
of counts of budded cells bt among the total number of cells
sampled nt at each sampling time t. We assume these counts to be
independent binomial random variables with a success probability
Pr(bt|m0,t,l,d,s0,sv) and number of trials nt.
We employed a random walk Markov chain Monte Carlo
algorithm for parameter inference. Each chain was run for 250,000
iterations after a burn‑in period, and each passed a battery of convergence diagnostics (see Materials and Methods). Parameters were
estimated for multiple independent synchrony experiments using
both elutriation and a‑factor synchrony protocols (Fig. 3). Budding
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Table 1

Model estimates for multiple experiments
a‑Factor

Elutriation
30˚C
		

30˚C

21˚C

A

B

C

D

E

F

m0

95.8 (92.7,98.6)

85.1 (80.7,88.3)

20.3 (14.2,24.5)

18.7 (14.7,23.1)

38.1 (31.8,45.9)

37.7 (33.2,43.4)

l

77.1 (72.8,81.7)

73.4 (68.5,80.2)

62.9 (58.3,69.6)

63.6 (58.7,67.8)

d

41.4 (36.2,46.1)

42.3 (35.3,47.4)

13.6 (1.5,21.3)

7.8 (0.4,16.6)

13.1 (0.6,29.2)

6.9 (0.3,18.5)

s0

15.3 (14.0,16.6)

13.0 (10.3,14.7)

12.1 (11.0,13.2)

8.4 (7.4,9.4)

9.2 (8.2,10.3)

17.6 (16.1,19.0)

sv

0.06 (0.04,0.08)

0.07 (0.05,0.11)

0.08 (0.05,0.11)

0.09 (0.06,0.10)

0.09 (0.06,0.10)

0.07 (0.05,0.10)

b

0.14 (0.12,0.17)

0.16 (0.13,0.20)

0.28 (0.23,0.34)

0.27 (0.22,0.31)

0.15 (0.10,0.19)

121.5 (111.0,128.9) 124.0 (116.9,129.4)

0.16 (0.12,0.19)

Each column corresponds to a different experiment, synchronized by either centrifugal elutriation or a‑factor arrest, and grown at either 30˚C or 21˚C. The observed budding curves, as well as the model predictions
for each experiment, are shown in Figure 3. Each cell contains the mean value for that row’s parameter, given 250,000 iterations of the Markov chain used to fit the column’s experiment. Beside each mean is the 95%
confidence range for that parameter in that experiment.

index curves for each of the experiments are shown, and overlaid on
those curves (green) are the predictions from models parameterized
by one hundred realizations of the Markov chain. These reflect the
degree of posterior uncertainty in the budding curve and can be
interpreted as forming a confidence band for the curve based on the
uncertainty in the parameters.
Estimates of posterior means of the parameters as well as the 2.5th
and 97.5th percentiles for each parameter in multiple experiments are
detailed in Table 1. The best‑fit values for each of the parameters are
remarkably similar for experiments performed under the same conditions. Notably, little change is observed in the variance in velocity of
cells as they progress through the cycle (sv ), even across experiments
performed under significantly different conditions. The small values
observed for sv suggest that once cells enter the cycle, they progress
at very similar rates, and that much of the observed loss of synchrony
is not explained by this factor alone.
As expected, significant differences are observed for some parameters when experimental conditions are changed. The length of the
cell cycle l is extended as expected when a‑factor synchrony experiments are run at lower temperatures (see Table 1, 30˚C vs. 21˚C). We
also observed that the values for m0 are significantly larger in elutriated populations than in a‑factor synchronized cells (Table 1). The
value of m0 reflects the amount of additional time required for the
initial cells to complete their first cycle, over and above the normal
l. Unlike cells synchronized by a‑factor, elutriated populations were
exposed to an osmotic shock resulting from their release into growth
medium containing 1M sorbitol (see Materials and Methods), and
pathways that transiently delay cell cycle progression in response to
osmotic stresses are expected to increase m0 .23
The increase in estimated values of d in elutriated populations
(Table 1) suggests that the daughter‑specific delay in G1 (Gd) is
significantly longer than in populations synchronized with a‑factor.
This observation could be explained by distinct differences in the
synchrony procedures. The elutriation process preferentially collects
small daughter cells, but a‑factor‑treated cells continue to increase
in size during the arrest. Thus, upon release, small elutriated cells
delay entry into the cell cycle until the reach a minimum size
requirement, while large a‑factor‑arrested cells are already above the
minimum budding size and enter the cell cycle rapidly. Additionally,
large mother cells resulting from a‑factor arrest have been shown to
produce large daughter cells.8 Consequently, large cells in the {0,0}
cohort are likely to produce large buds that become large daughters
in the {1,1} cohort, and these large daughters are likely to experience
484

a shorter delay in Gd, than the small daughters produced from
elutriation‑synchronized cells.
Predicting cell cycle distributions. To test the capabilities of the
model, we used parameter values fit by the model to predict some
measurements that were not used in fitting the parameters. The
measurement of DNA content by flow cytometry is a common
method for determining cell cycle distributions (Fig. 1B), so we

Figure 4. Model prediction of budding index and DNA content. (A) The
relationship between cell cycle position from the lifeline (top bar), DNA
content (red line), and observed fluorescence values from flow cytometric
analysis (gray region). (B) Observed fluorescence histograms at multiple
time points from the synchrony experiment shown in Figure 1 (shaded gray),
overlaid with model predictions for fluorescence histograms (red line) using
parameter values fitted to budding index data.
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Figure 5. Model‑based alignment of time course data from synchrony experiments. (A) The lifeline distributions at three time points for cells synchronized with
a‑factor incubated at either 30˚C (left side) or 21˚C. (B and C) Alignment of budding curves for the two experiments (red line = 30˚C, blue line = 21˚C),
based on clock time. Time points at which the two populations exhibit similar distributions (see A) are highlighted (green dots; 90 min for 30˚C, 180 min
for 21˚C). (D) Alignment of budding curves to the lifeline using the position of the mean of the {0,0} cohort for mapping.

asked if our model, fit only by budding data, could predict the DNA
content of populations at each time point. A visual examination of
flow cytometric data (Fig. 1B) suggests that noise associated with
measurement of DNA content results in distributions around the
fluorescence values for the 1C and 2C peaks (corresponding to cells
in G1 and G2, respectively), and likely across intermediate values
(corresponding to cells in S). We modeled measurement noise as
normal distributions around true values with a variance linearly
dependent on measured fluorescence. Using this assumption we were
also able to estimate the length of S phase (25%) as a fraction of the
total cell cycle (see Materials and Methods).
With corrections for DNA content measurement errors and an
estimate for the length of S phase, we used the budding data from
the experiment shown in (Fig. 1A) and its associated model parameters
(Table 1, Column A) to predict DNA content at each time point.
Cells mapping to Gr, Gd, and G1 were assumed to have a fluorescence value corresponding to a DNA content of 1C. Similarly, cells
mapping to G2 or M were assumed to have a fluorescence value
equal to a DNA content of 2C. For cells in S, we used a simple linear
mapping, so that a cell 50% through S is mapped to a fluorescence
value corresponding to a DNA content of 1.5C (Fig. 4A).
At each of the measurement time points, we found a good correlation between the observed DNA content (Fig. 4B, Supplemental
Movie 1, gray filled), and the corresponding predictions by model
estimated parameters (Fig. 4B, Supplemental Movie 1, red line).
Our findings indicate that the model, fit solely on budding index
www.landesbioscience.com

data, can accurately predict the distribution of cells with respect to
an independent measure of cell cycle position.
Comparing quantitative measurements from experiments
performed under different growth conditions. Qualitatively,
measurements of dynamic processes during the cell cycle are generally reproducible. However, even when experimental conditions are
tightly controlled, the populations in synchrony experiments rarely
progress into and through the cell cycle with identical kinetics. Several
parameters often vary from experiment to experiment including
recovery time (m0) and cell cycle length (l), and daughter‑specific
delay (d). Even small variations these times can have profound effects
when attempting to compare measured values from time point to
time point across different experiments.
Rather than directly comparing values as a function of clock time,
we can exploit the model’s ability to predict cell cycle distributions for
different experiments, and use these distributions to align data based
on population distribution state rather than clock time. As a proof of
principle experiment, we began by using the model to predict lifeline
distributions for two a‑factor synchrony experiments performed at
different temperatures (Fig. 5). It is immediately apparent that the
cell cycle distributions are very different between the two experiments
at the same clock times (Fig. 5A) and that aligning the budding data
from these two experiments based on clock time (Fig. 5B) does not
allow for accurate biological inference.
We map values from one experiment into the other, using the
lifeline position of the mean of the {0,0} cohort, normalized by cell
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cycle length. For example a value of 1.5 would describe a population
where the mean of the {0,0} cohort is halfway through its second
cell cycle, whereas a value of 0.75 would describe a population only
75% through its first cell cycle. The cell cycle distributions of two
populations are comparable at time points where the location of
the {0,0} cohort, and therefore the values for the descriptor, are the
same. The ability to accurately align experiments based on the position of the {0,0} cohort diminishes as the estimates for d begin to
vary significantly between experiments; as d diverges, the correlation
between {0,0} position and overall population distribution between
two experiments becomes worse, especially at later time points.
Nevertheless, we constructed curves for a‑factor synchrony experiments performed at 30˚C and 21˚C, defining the {0,0} position as
a function of clock time (Fig. 5C). These curves illustrate how two
different experiments can have the same cell cycle distributions at
very different clock times (Fig. 5C, dashed lines). Using these curves,
we realigned the budding data (Fig. 5D) so that relevant comparisons
could be made based on lifeline position, rather than clock time.
Comparing time‑series transcription data from S. cerevisiae and
S. pombe. We have described the CLOCCS model in the context of
learning cell cycle distributions based on the budding status of S. cere‑
visiae. However, the flexibility of the model allows it to be fit using
any cell cycle event that can be measured on single cells, and where
we know when and for how long in the cell cycle this event occurs.
We fit the model to time series data collected from the unrelated
yeast species, S. pombe. Despite a high degree of conservation in
the cell cycle machinery, cell division in S. pombe is fundamentally
different from S. cerevisiae. First, S. pombe does not bud, but reproduces by binary fission. Thus, divisions are not asymmetric. The
cell cycle time is somewhat longer than S. cerevisiae under standard
growth conditions, and unlike S. cerevisiae, S. pombe cells spend the
majority of their time in the G2 phase of the cell cycle. Nonetheless,
cell cycle position in S. pombe can be monitored by measuring
septation index. S. pombe cells begin to form a septum, which is a
precursor to the cytokinetic ring, at the end of mitosis. Septation
persists through the short G1, and is lost part way into S‑phase when
cells separate. We fit CLOCCS model parameters to septation data
from a time series experiment where genome‑wide transcription was
measured.27 Details of the model fitting for S. pombe can be found
in Materials and Methods.
We also fit CLOCCS parameters to budding data from recently
published time‑series transcription experiments in S. cerevisiae.28
Model fits for budding in S. cerevisiae experiments and septation in
S. pombe experiments are shown in (Fig. 6A and B) (respectively)
and parameter estimates are in Supplemental Table 1. Budding and
septation curves were then mapped onto the same cell cycle lifeline
as described above, with blue curves representing budding in S. cere‑
visiae, and red curves representing septation in S. pombe (Fig. 6C and
D). Because budding and septation occur in different phases of the
cell cycle, these curves are not expected to align.
Using the model based alignment, we were able to directly compare
the transcription curves for several cell cycle‑regulated orthologs. By
visually comparing transcription data from S. cerevisiae and S. pombe,
published reports suggested that several orthologs were transcribed in
similar cell cycle phases.27,29,30 Our results demonstrate a good correlation between the expression of orthologs in G1 (RNR1/CDC22
and CLB6/CIG2), S‑phase (HHF1/HHF1 and HHT1/HHT1),
and late mitosis (SIC1/RUM1) (Fig. 6E). However, our alignments
suggest that genes expressed in G2 (CDC20/SLP1 and CDC5/PLO1)
as well as some members of the late mitotic cluster (DBF2/SID2) are
transcribed earlier in S. cerevisiae than in S. pombe.
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Discussion
The study of dynamic processes driving cell division often requires
synchronization of cell populations, and we set out to obtain an
accurate description of how cells in a synchronized population are
distributed in the cell cycle at times following synchrony release.
We have developed a closed‑form, parametric, mathematical model,
CLOCCS, that describes how an initially semi‑synchronous population loses synchrony over time. The model captures three distinct
sources of asynchrony: asynchrony in the initial population, asynchrony caused by variance in rates of progression of individual
cells through the cell cycle, and asynchrony caused by asymmetric
cell divisions. Our linear lifeline accommodates population effects
related to reproduction, and allows for offspring to be separated into
distinct cohorts.
That a population of cells is made up of a collection of distinct
subpopulations, or cohorts, is a crucial aspect of our model. The cell
cycle period is extended for daughter cells as compared to mother
cells, introducing population asynchrony as a result of reproduction.18,19 Separating the population into cohorts such that lifeline
distribution of cells in each cohort can be determined, and describing
the reproductive dynamics that control the relative contribution
of each cohort to the entire population, allows us to include these
reproduction‑based effects when determining the distribution of the
whole population over the lifeline. To retain a closed‑form model, we
introduced two latent variables, g and r, that index distinct cohorts.
The model assumes that, apart from the daughter‑specific Gd period,
cell cycles are the same for each cohort of cells as they move from one
cycle to the next along the lifeline. In support of this assumption,
previous observations suggest that first‑time mothers and multi‑time
mothers progress through G1 with similar kinetics.18,19,21,25
We have shown that the model accurately fits data collected
from experiments that employ different synchrony methods or
growth conditions, and that the values for parameters within an
experiment type are very similar. Furthermore, the model, fit only on
budding data, can accurately predict the distribution of cells based
on DNA content, an independent measure of cell cycle position
(Supplemental Movie 2 and Supplemental Table 2). In the future we
might simultaneously use several independent measures of cell cycle
position for more robust parameter estimation.
Biological significance of model parameters. The parameters for
the model were chosen to capture sources of asynchrony stemming
from well‑established biological processes. All of the parameters are
mathematically identifiable, and the estimates are consistent from
experiment to experiment under the same conditions. In the case of
experiments run at two different temperatures, the model correctly
accommodates the slower growth rate of cells at lower temperatures
by extending the cell cycle time l (Table 1). Parameter estimates
suggest that a daughter cell cycle is almost 50% longer than a mother
cell cycle (d/l, Table 1A and B). In agreement with this model
prediction, previous time‑lapse studies on individual cells demonstrated that a daughter cell cycle was approximately 40–50% longer
than a mother cell cycle.18
Values for d are significantly lower for populations synchronized by a‑factor, but as discussed above, these lower values likely
reflect the very large cell size of the initial population. The initial
assumption that d is constant is probably not entirely accurate for
populations synchronized by a‑factor; it is likely that as these populations undergo multiple cell divisions and return to normal cell
sizes, the values for d will eventually increase to those observed for
elutriated cells.8
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Figure 6. CLOCCS based alignment across organisms. Model estimates were generated based on the budding index curve for S. cerevisiae27 (A, blue line)
and the septation index curve for S. pombe28 (B, red line) (see Materials and Methods for details). The light blue regions in the lifelines above the curves
show the areas of the cell cycle where budding and septation occur, respectively. Using the mapping from time to {0,0} position for both experiments (C) the
two curves were aligned (D). Since budding and septation do not occur at the same points in the cell cycle we do not expect these two curves to overlap.
Using the same mapping function (C), we align the mean-normalized log2-transformed transcriptional profiles for a set of gene homologs with the S. cerevisiae gene name on the left and the expression profile shown in blue, and the S. pombe gene name on the right and the expression profile shown in red.

Estimated parameter values appear to match expectations based
on previous experimental observations, providing support for the
ability of the model to describe the behavior of cells in a population.
However, because the parameters may also capture unrecognized
sources of asynchrony, the precise biological significance of their
values should be interpreted with caution.
www.landesbioscience.com

Relative contributions of different sources of asynchrony. Since
the values for variance in velocity (sv2 ) are relatively small, our
parameter estimates suggest that initial asynchrony (s02 ) and asynchrony related to daughter‑specific delays in G1 (d) are likely to be
the most significant contributors to population asynchrony. This
prediction is in agreement with single cell studies that demonstrate
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that the variance in the cell cycle time of mothers is relatively small
with respect to the variance observed between the cell cycle periods
of mother and daughter cells.18,19,21,25
These findings highlight the importance of including synchrony
loss due to asymmetric cell division in mathematical models. For
example, the only source of asynchrony in the model of Bar‑Joseph
and colleagues is variation in the velocities of cells progressing
through the cycle.4 The increased complexity of our model, especially the inclusion of explicit reproduction dynamics, allows us to
capture the underlying process better than is possible with a single
asynchrony source model.
Applications of the model. As discussed above, because synchrony
experiments are not precisely reproducible, populations in different
experiments are not identically distributed across the cell cycle at
each point in time. Thus, values for measured cell cycle parameters
at the same time point over multiple experiments are not necessarily
comparable, and statistical analysis cannot be readily applied to data
from multiple experiments. To circumvent this limitation, values are
often reported from a single experiment, with qualitative validation
from duplicate experiments. However, by mapping time points onto
a lifeline using our CLOCCS model (Fig. 5), relevant values can be
compared across multiple experiments, and the statistical significance
of the measurements across experiments can be assessed.
We have also shown that the CLOCCS model can be used to
compare data sets across different species. The formulation of the
CLOCCS model is flexible, so that it can be conditioned on other
cell cycle measurements such as septation index in S. pombe. Once
the model parameters have been fit, quantitative measurements can
be aligned and compared directly. Previous studies reported correlations between the cell cycle transcription patterns of S. cerevisiae and
S. pombe, although these crude correlations were made by a simple
visual examination of the data sets.27,29,30 Our findings indicate a
high degree of similarity between orthologs that are expressed in
G1 and S‑phase of the cell cycle. But they also suggest that some
S. cerevisiae orthologs expressed in G2/M are transcribed relatively
earlier than their S. pombe counterparts. This difference in the pattern
of expression timing may reflect the fact that S. pombe cells have an
extended G2 period, and thus there is a discontinuity between the
locations of the G2/M border on the S. cerevisiae and S. pombe lifelines. Our findings support the notion that at least some facets of the
cell‑cycle‑regulated transcriptional program are conserved between
S. cerevisiae and S. pombe, although a more thorough examination of
these data sets in the future may reveal interesting differences.
The very fact that synchronized populations lose synchrony over
time also prevents the accurate measurement of cell cycle processes
that occur in discrete cell cycle phases. Because populations are often
distributed across multiple cell cycle phases at each time point, the
measured value of any parameter represents a convolution of both
the true value for cells at a given cell cycle position, along with
values associated with cells distributed in other cell cycle phases. By
learning the distribution of cells at each time point, the convolution
kernel can be determined. With that kernel in hand, it is possible
to derive estimates for any process at distinct cell cycle positions
by employing a deconvolution algorithm. The CLOCCS model
represents a practical advance in that it can easily be incorporated
into such deconvolution algorithms, and its closed‑form will help
the time complexity of such algorithms. Thus, our work represents a
significant step towards the accurate quantification of dynamic cell
cycle processes assayed by synchrony protocols.
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Notes

Supplemental material can be found at
www.landesbioscience.com/supplement/OrlandoCC6-4-Sup1.pdf
www.landesbioscience.com/supplement/OrlandoCC6-4-Sup2.mpg
www.landesbioscience.com/supplement/OrlandoCC6-4-Sup3.mpg
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